Abstract. We have presented a video coding system that enables fast decoding and there by caters the need of the real time applications like video on demand, video play back, video retrieval. Proposed methodology relies on a fast motion estimation scheme, hierarchical BTC-PF based redundancy removal technique and finally it uses entropy decoding. As the encoding method is free from transformation and quantization steps, the decoding becomes faster. It also maintains the quality within the acceptable limit and improves bpp.
Introduction
A vast area of information exchange/handling applications involves the transmission and storage of video, which demands for higher efficiency in video coding.
Video signals contain redundant information and this redundancy may be in various forms like spatial redundancy, temporal redundancy and code redundancy. Because of these redundancies, it is possible to compress the video signal for transmission at a manageable data rate without introducing significant degradation. Video compression standards MPEG-x/ITU-H.26x [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] have several modules to exploit these redundant information. The most important feature of any video coding technique is the predictive coding, and thus only a residual frame needs to be transmitted. When pixels are predicted from the other pixels of the same frame, is known as intra-frame prediction. As an alternative, pixels can be predicted from the pixels of the other frames (already en- For real-time applications, like video conferencing, both the encoding and decoding complexity are important. However, in the applications like video playback, the compression is done once but it is decoded several times. In such situation, we may consider the encoding as an off-line process, but the decoding is on-line. Thus the major focus gets shifted to requirement of developing a decoding algorithm should be very fast and hardware implementable. In general, the performance of transform domain methods is superior in comparison to spatial domain methods. But, at the time of decoding, the transform domain methods require an additional step for inverse transformation. Spatial domain methods are free from such overhead in the decoding process. Thus, in case of real time applications demanding fast decoding, we have preferred spatial domain method to achieve the goal. In this article we present a video coding method that needs negligible time for decoding. An octagon pattern based motion estimation is used to reduce temporal redundancy and to minimize the spatial redundancy BTC-PF based method is used. Current method is a modified version of the method presented in [7] . The difference frame coding technique has been modified. Although the modification may lead to little degradation in the quality of reconstructed image (well within the acceptable limit), but the time complexity can be reduced along with improved bpp.
The organization of the paper is as follows. As the proposed methodology relies on BTC-PF and motion estimation technique, a brief discussion on those are presented in section 2 & 3. The proposed video coding method is discussed in section 4. The performance of the proposed method and comparative study of the result is reported in section 5. Finally, it is concluded in section 6.
BTC-PF method
BTC-PF [8, 9] is a modification over the block truncation coding method [10] . In BTC method, an image is partitioned into n × n blocks (in general n = 4) and each block is coded separately. Each block is quantized by, say, Q level and these quantization levels are chosen such that a few moments are preserved in the quantized output. To reconstruct the block, the quantized partition and the Q quantization levels are required. In the simplest form of BTC, the first two moments are preserved using two levels quantizer. Like BTC method, in BTC-PF an image is partitioned into a number of n × n (n = 2k) non-overlapping blocks, and each block is represented by Q-different gray-levels, where Q << n 2 . BTC method determines the gray-levels from the block statistics, while in BTC-PF method each image block is matched with a set of Q-level patterns using least square error as the metric, and the pattern that the block fits the best is selected as the gray-level pattern of the block. In this method, a block is thus represented by the index of the selected pattern and Q gray-levels, i.e., I,
is the first of the Q levels and d i = µ i − µ i−1 are the subsequent differences. This gives much higher compression at a little sacrifice in quality. More importantly, only table look-up method is necessary in the decoding the image. One of the critical factors controlling its performance is the patternbook, i.e., the set of patterns to be used for matching the image blocks. In this work, the patternbook is generated by clustering technique using a large number of residual frames as a training set [8] . is widely used in motion compensation. In BMA, the current frame is divided into a number of non-overlapping macroblock of size N × N . For each macroblock, the objective is to find a N × N block that matches best in the reference frame (which is already encoded). The process to find the best match block from reference frame is known as motion estimation (ME). The exhaustive search over the entire reference frame gives the optimum match;
however, this is impractical because of time complexity.
Instead, the search is restricted to as mean-square-error (MSE), sum of absolute difference (SAD), etc. SAD is more appealing to video coding for its simplicity and performance [11] . Let the intensity of the current frame is represented by f n (i, j), then the SAD between the block (k, l) of the current frame and the block (k + x, l + y) of the previous frame is given by
The motion vector mv(k, l) of the block (k, l) is given by
Full search (FS) is the simplest block-matching algorithm, with optimum result. However, this method is impractical due its time complexity. In the literature there are several fast algorithms. These algorithms include fast full search methods [12, 13, 14, 15] , may use simplified matching criterion [16] , or fast block matching algorithms like three-step-search (TSS) [17] or it can vary according to search strategy as in 2-D log search [18] , cross-search (CS) [19] , four step search (4SS) [20] , the new three step search (NTSS) [21] , efficient three-step search (ETSS) [22] , block-based gradient descent search (BBGDS) [23] , diamond search (DS) [24, 25] , hexagonal search (HEXBS) [26] , octagon search (OctSr) [27] , enhance hexagon search (EHEXBS) [28] etc, which considers some selected locations (called as search points (SPs)) within the search window. All the above BMAs returns integer-pixel motion vector. However, in both natural and synthetic video sequences, the true frame-toframe displacement of moving objects is rarely an integer number [29] . In order to efficiently exploit temporal redundancy, motion estimation algorithm should be per- inter-frame prediction, to generate the difference frame.
The difference frame is encoded by HBTC-PF method.
Finally, entropy coding is employed to encode MV and information provided by HBTC-PF module. In the following subsections intra and inter frame prediction, difference frame coding technique and entropy coding are described in detail.
Intra frame prediction
In intra-frame (I-frame) prediction, the image (frame) is partitioned into 4 × 4 blocks. To exploit the spatial redundancy, an image block B is first estimated asB using information from already reconstructed neighboring blocks Figure 2 ] as [9] :
where v (respectively, h) is the distance between (r, c)
and ' * ' on the same column (respectively, row), and val v and val h are the values at the corresponding vertical and horizontal ' * '-marked position, respectively, as shown in 
where we also treatB blocks asB for prediction. To implement Eq. (4) 
Inter frame prediction
In the inter-frame prediction process, only P-frame prediction (i.e., current frame is estimated by immediate previous frame, which is already coded) is used, and betters the motion estimation, lower is the bit rate for difference 2) for CP, R = distance between the center point and any boundary point. The SQP and CP are shown in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) . Let SQP is considered first and then CP is employed at left-top search point, the situation presented in Fig. 4(c) . When CP is dilated to each boundary point of the SQP, the resulting pattern is an octagon with a 3 × 3 structure at the center (see Fig. 4(d) ).
To achieve a better result in terms of quality and efficiency a modified version of OS method [33] is employed.
The modified OS method (MOS) is with three steps like as the OS method. The MOS method is as follows:
Step 1 vector whichever gives the minimum distortion for the current macroblock.
Step 2 Determine the initial search pattern: In OS method, the initial search pattern is fixed and it is SQP with R=2. In MOS, initial search pattern can be SQP or CP with size 2. If the ISC suggests predominantly horizontal or vertical motion, CP is selected as the initial search pattern; else SQP is selected.
Step 3 Step 3a If the size is non-zero, consider the other pattern at the search center and goto Step 3.
Step 3b If the size becomes zero for the first time, then reset size =1 and consider the other pattern at the wining point and goto Step 3, else stop.
Thus in MOS, the ISC may be the predicted vector or (0,0) vector, the initial search pattern is determined dynamically and searching method considers some additional search points (see step 3b) to detect motion more precisely compared to one given in [33] . The proposed prediction of ISC reduces search points and the additional search points improve the performance. An illustration of different sequence of MOS is shown in Fig. 6. 
Difference frame coding
The video standards include frequency transformation, [34] . For application like video playback, the decoder has to be fast enough to reconstruct the frames from transmitted data; but the most time consuming module of the decoder is the inverse transformation.
Hence, we rely on spatial method.
A BTC-PF based method has been employed to encode the residual frames and it results into a faster decoding [9] .
The residual frame is obtained after the motion compensation. Hence, it is expected that some regions of the residual frame will contain low and smooth values and some other regions have high contrast values. BTC-PF method [8, 9] does not exploit the redundancy of smooth region to a high extent as it represents smooth and nonsmooth regions in the same manner by partitioning a region into fixed size blocks 4 × 4. In the current scope of the work, we try to make an improvement in this respect and a hierarchical BTC-PF (HBTC-PF) method [7] is introduced and we call this method as Video-HBTC-PF method. The HBTC-PF method [7] is as follows:
Step 1 The difference frame is first partitioned into 16 × 16 blocks (B 16 ).
Step 2 For each B 16 do the following
Step 2.1 Compute the block intensity range (R 16 ).
If R 16 ≤ T h, then the block is represented by the block mean else B 16 is decomposed into four 8 × 8 blocks
For each B 8 block do the following
Step 2. 
Entropy coding
Entropy coding technique is a lossless coding method and used to reduce the statistical redundancy. In H.264, to In the proposed method, two tools are employed for the coding purpose: a fast motion estimation method and a BTC-PF based method to encode difference frames which leads to a very fast decoding method. In literature, there are many fast block matching methods and we compare the performance of some efficient methods. The comparative result is given in Table 1 . This result in uence to consider OS method for the proposed video coding technique.
The performance of the proposed video coding method is compared with H.264 and Video-HBTC-PF method. To do so, we have used the source code of H.264 which is available at [35] . In this implementation, we have used IPPP (only one I-frame (first frame) and remaining are P-frames) structure to reduce the inter-pixel redundancy.
We set the parameters of the reference software to change the coding environment (e.g., IPPP is the coding structure, block size is 16 × 16, no multiple reference, no sub-pixel motion estimation, etc.) similar to the proposed method. The used coding environment of H.264 is shown in Fig. 8 . The performance of the MOS method and the motion estimation method used in the reference software is reported in Table 2 . In this testing, MOS algorithm is used in H.264 environment. It is clear that the MOS method has comparable performance in terms of PSNR (quality) and bpp (bit-rate). Again, MOS is faster than the method used in H.264 [35] . In Table 3 , the performance of the proposed video coding method is compared with that of H.264 and is found little inferior. This is because the proposed method uses BTC-PF based method where as H.264 is transform coding based. We have purposefully used BTC-PF method as our main target is to develop a coding method with fast decoding capability.
The complexity of the decoder of any transform based approach is same as that of encoder because the complexity of both forward and inverse transform is same.
BTC-PF method is asymmetric in that sense, i.e., the time plications and 464 additions; on the other hand, decoder of BTC-PF based method requires no multiplication and only a few additions on an average. The details of the computation of using DCT are given in [9] . A 4 × 4 integer approximation of DCT is used in H.264, and the inverse transformation in that case needs 64 additions and 16 shifting operations [36] . The complexity of the decoder based on BTC-PF and DCT is reported in Table 4 .
It indicates that the proposed decoder is faster than that of standard method(s). Output quality of the present method is nearly same as Video-HBTC-PF method. Moreover, the present method also leads to savings in the bit requirement as indicated by bpp in Table 3 . In comparison to HBTC-PF [7] the modified version reduces the computational requirement in the reconstruction process. In reconstructing a block B16, using HBTC-PF method, either it will be represented by 'block mean' or following BTC-PF method or utilizing prediction error. Thus, the computational requirement as follows:
• block mean based: no operation is required to reconstruct.
• BTC-PF method based: 3-level BTC-PF method re- With some extra bits, called 'order index' [9] , the graylevels are ordered as µ 1 ≤ µ 2 ≤ µ 3 and then coded as µ 1 , µ 2 − µ 1 , µ 3 − µ 2 . Hence, 2 additions are required for reconstruction.
• prediction error based: median of three neighbors is used as the predicted value and then prediction error is quantized. So for each pixel three comparisons, one shifting operation and one addition are required for reconstruction.
In the modified version, prediction error based reconstruction has been removed. In Video-HBTC-PF method, it has been experimentally estimated that 15% (approx.)
blocks are coded by prediction method and 20% (approx.)
blocks are coded by BTC-PF. Using modified HBTC-PF, we can save both time and bit-requirement for these 15% (4×4) blocks as they will be reconstructed following comparatively less expensive BTC-PF method. As a result, decoding will be faster.
Conclusions
In this paper, a video coding method is proposed that leads a fast decoding. A motion estimation method is used which is faster than that used in H.264. In comparison to H.264 we have compromised in terms of quality of reconstruction but we have gained in terms of decoding speed and bpp. As we have focused on the need of the real time applications like video playback, video-on-demand, video retrieval, the main goal was to achieve faster reconstruction. In this context, proposed methodology is quite efficient.
